Hello guys,

I have problem & confused about disk usage calculation..
In /vz private/101 I check it with this command

```
# du -c /vz/private/101
```

```
4       /vz/private/101/root.hdd/root.hdd.mnt
508745792       /vz/private/101/root.hdd
4       /vz/private/101/etc
508745800       /vz/private/101
508745800       total
```

The result reach 500GB.. very BIG T_T

But inside VPS container, I check with df command show different result.

```
# vzctl enter 101
entered into CT 101

#df
Filesystem        1K-blocks      Used   Available Use% Mounted on
/dev/ploop35891p1 504134764 182982684 300654600  38% /
none                2097152         4   2097148   1% /dev
none                2097152         0   2097152   0% /dev/shm
```

It's only 182GB Disk used

..anyone know why the /vz/private/101 is very large than VPS container inside??
ANyone can help me, please?
Thx

Hi
Have you converted this VE from simfs to ploop?

Maybe a solution for your problem: forum.openvz.org/index.php?t=msg&th=12657